Micro-macro analysis of steel sheet behaviour in finite element simulations. Application to deep-drawing process
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Abstract. This paper presents a constitutive law based on Taylor’s model implemented in our non-linear finite element code LAGAMINE. The yield locus is only locally described and a particular interpolation method has been developed. This local yield locus model uses a discrete representation of the material’s texture. The interpolation method is presented and a deep-drawing application is simulated in order to show up the influence of the texture evolution during forming processes.

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The objective of our research is to integrate the influence of the material’s texture into a finite element code. The constitutive law describing the mechanical behaviour of the studied sample is based on a microscopic approach. The law computation takes place on the crystallographic level. A large number of crystals must be used to represent correctly the global behaviour. The micro-macro transition links the global behaviour to the crystallographic results. The full constraint Taylor’s model is used for the computation of the microscopic behaviour of each crystal and for the micro-macro transition. Unfortunately, this model does not lead to a general law with a mathematical formulation of the yield locus. Only one point of the yield locus corresponding to a particular strain rate direction can be computed.

The “direct Taylor’s model” assumes that one macroscopic stress results from the average of the microscopic stresses related to each crystal belonging to a set of representative crystals. The computation of the mechanical behaviour involves a large number of crystals and must be repeated for each integration point of the finite element model, for each iteration of each time step. So, such a micro-macro approach consumes large computation time and seems practically not usable.

However, using different simplified approaches, various constitutive laws based on texture analysis have been implemented in the non-linear finite element code LAGAMINE. Our first step in the integration of the texture effects has been the use of a 6th order series yield locus defined by a least square fitting on a large number of points (typically 70300) in the deviatoric stress space (see [4]). Those points were calculated by Taylor’s model based on an assumed constant texture of the material. This fitting is performed once, outside the FEM code. It provides 210 coefficients to describe the whole yield locus. This method, i.e. a global description of the yield locus, is actually used in the FEM code.

Unfortunately, taking into account the texture evolution effects with this yield locus would imply the computation of the 210 coefficients of the 6th order series for each integration point, each time a texture updating is necessary. This would require an impressive amount of computation and memory storage (210 coefficients for each integration point) which is only partially useful as generally the stress state remains in a local zone of the yield locus. So, two new approaches, where the whole yield locus is unknown, have been investigated.

In the first case, some points in the interesting part of the yield locus are computed with Taylor’s model. This local zone of the yield locus is then represented by a set of hyperplanes which are planes defined in the five-dimensional deviatoric stress space. These planes being fitted on Taylor’s points.

As it has been shown in [2], the yield locus discontinuities bred by this very simple interpolation
method give rise to convergence problems in the finite element code. That is the reason why a second method has been developed. For that second approach, no yield locus is defined and a direct stress-strain interpolation between Taylor’s points is achieved. In this case, the yield stress continuity conditions are fulfilled but, as there is no yield locus formulation, a particular stress integration scheme has to be used.

Both interpolation methods allow us an important computation time reduction with respect to the “direct Taylor’s model” application. Taylor’s model is only used to compute some points in order to achieve the interpolation. These points must be computed in two cases:

- When the current part of the yield locus does not contain anymore the new stress state and that a new local zone of the yield locus is required.
- When the plastic strains significantly deform the material and induce changes in the crystallographic orientations, i.e. when the texture evolves. Indeed, the corresponding mechanical behaviour of the material would no more be correctly represented by the old points. A texture updating must take place.

The part yield locus approach presented in this paper can be placed between the microscopic approach (accurate but very slow) and the global yield locus approach (fast but inaccurate and especially not adapted for texture updating).

This paper describes the stress-strain interpolation method; interested readers can refer to [5] and [2] for the 6th order and the hyperplanes method. The influence of the texture updating during a forming process has been highlighted by a deep-drawing simulation.

2. STRESS-STRAIN INTERPOLATION

2.1 Local description of a scaled yield locus.

This model is particular in the sense that it does not use a yield locus formulation neither for the interpolation nor in the stress integration scheme.

We use a linear stress-strain interpolation described by Equation 1.

\[ \sigma = \tau \cdot C \cdot u \]

(1)

In this equation, \( \sigma \) is a 5-D vector containing the deviatoric part of the stress; the hydrostatic part being elastically computed according to Hooke’s law. The 5-D vector \( u \) is the deviatoric plastic strain rate direction; it is a unit vector. \( \tau \) is a scalar describing the work hardening according to the exponential relationship of Equation 2 where the strength coefficient \( K \), the offset \( \Gamma^0 \) and the hardening exponent \( n \) are material parameters fitted to experimental data and \( \Gamma \) is the polycrystal induced slip.

\[ \tau = K \cdot (\Gamma^0 + \Gamma)^n \]

(2)

The interpolation is included in the matrix \( C \) of Equation 1 and is based on the following concepts. We assume 5 directions: \( u_i \) (i=1…5) advisedly chosen in the deviatoric strain rate space and the associated deviatoric stress: \( \sigma_i \) (i=1…5) lying on the yield surface according to the Taylor model. These points will define the interpolation domain and will be called stress nodes. Additionally, we compute the contravariant vectors \( ss_i \) and \( uu_i \) defined by Equations 3 and 4.

\[ ss_i \cdot \sigma_j = \delta_{ij} \]

(3)

\[ uu_i \cdot u_j = \delta_{ij} \]

(4)
With the use of those contravariant vectors we define intrinsic co-ordinates in the interpolation domain for any stress vector $\bar{\sigma}^*$ by projection according to Equation 5 and for any plastic strain rate direction $\bar{u}^*$ with Equation 6.

$$\eta_i = \bar{\sigma}^* \cdot \bar{s}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$\eta_i = \bar{u}^* \cdot \bar{u}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The most important property of our stress-strain interpolation states that if the stress $\bar{\sigma}^*$ and the plastic strain rate direction $\bar{u}^*$ physically correspond to the same point, then the intrinsic co-ordinates $\eta_i$ computed for $\bar{\sigma}^*$ (Eqn. 5) or for $\bar{u}^*$ (Eqn. 6) are equal. 

The interpolation is achieved with the use of those intrinsic co-ordinates to compute the stress or the strain rate with a common formulation:

$$\bar{\sigma} = \sum_i \eta_i \cdot \bar{\sigma}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\bar{u} = \sum_i \eta_i \cdot \bar{u}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Putting together Equations 6 and 7, we can compute the stress associated to a plastic strain rate direction and get the expression of the interpolation matrix $C$ (the hardening not being taken into account here):

$$\bar{\sigma} = \sum_{i \in C} \bar{\sigma}_i \cdot \bar{u}_i \cdot \bar{u}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

As long as the interpolation is achieved in the domain delimited by the 5 stress nodes, all the 5 $\eta_i$ must remain between 0 and 1. When one of the 5 $\eta_i$ becomes negative, it means that the current stress is out of the domain and an updating of the stress nodes must take place. The classical updating method consists in finding 5 new stress nodes defining a new domain containing the current stress direction. The developed improved updating method makes use of the adjacent domain. Therefore, only 1 new stress node is computed with the Taylor model and 4 of the 5 old stress nodes are kept for the interpolation. The main advantages of this method are that it requires only 1 (instead of 5) Taylor model call for an updating and it improves the continuity of the resulting yield locus and the continuity of its normal.

The above considerations are sufficient to understand the interpolation approach that has finally been implemented in LAGAMINE code. However, it is interesting to note that further details and properties of such parameterisation of a N dimensional space were further investigated by [1] and [3]. They studied different interpolation methods on the interpolation domain: linear interpolation in Cartesian coordinates or hyperplane model, linear interpolation in spherical coordinates, approach enriched by bubble mode...

2.2 Stress integration scheme

As already mentioned, the stress-strain interpolation relation (Eqn. 1 and 9) does not use the concept of yield locus in a classical way. So, a specific integration scheme has been developed. The stress integration scheme implemented with our interpolation method is completely different from the classical radial return with elastic predictor; the main ideas are summarised in the flowchart of Figure 1 where obviously, no yield locus formulation is used.
As it has been observed during several finite element simulations, this stress integration scheme is well adapted for a local yield locus description and induces a reasonable number of interpolation domain updating.

### 2.3 Implementation of the texture updating

In this model, not only is the texture used to predict the plastic behaviour of the material, but also the strain history of each integration point is taken into account in order to update the texture.

The main ideas of the implementation are summarised in Figure 2. It should be noticed that the constitutive law in the FEM code is based on the interpolation method described earlier and on Taylor’s model applied on the actual set of crystallographic orientations through the yield locus. These crystallographic orientations are represented with the help of the Euler angles ranging from 0° to 360° for $\phi_1$ and from 0° to 90° for $\phi$ and $\phi_2$ so as to take crystal cubic symmetry into account but not the sample symmetry. As shown on Figure 2, the texture updating is achieved outside the main part of the FEM code, for each interpolation point.

During a large finite element simulation, it is not reasonable to achieve a texture updating for each finite element and at the end of each time step. That is the reason why an updating criterion must be used to reduce computation time. This is still under investigation. At this stage, an updating occurs after a predefined number of time steps. A criterion based on a maximum cumulated plastic strain will also be examined.

The lattice rotation of each crystal, inducing the texture updating, is computed with Taylor’s model by subtracting the slip induced spin from the rigid body rotation included in the strain history.

---

**Figure 1: Stress integration scheme**
3. DEEP-DRAWING SIMULATIONS

In order to show up the influence of the texture evolution during a forming process, a deep-drawing simulation has been studied. The used steel is a high strength steel SPXI 250. The numerical data for this steel, i.e. the hardening behaviour, the Lankford coefficients,… are obtained from simple tensile tests. As we focus on the texture, the shape of the yield locus is deduced from its Orientation Distribution Function (ODF), which has been measured by X-ray diffraction.

The deep-drawing simulation is achieved with different constitutive laws. The stress-strain interpolation method described in section 2 is used. First without texture updating; so the representative set of orientations remains constant during the simulation. This model is referred to as ‘S-s I’ on the figure. Secondly, the texture is updated on the basis of the strain history of each finite element (‘S-s I Evol’ on the figure). Another texture based law is used: the 6th order series yield locus described by [5]. This model is referred to as ‘6th order’. Finally we have achieved the deep-drawing simulation with a classical Hill 1948 constitutive law. The 6 parameters of the Hill law are fitted on simple tensile test experiments. They can be adjusted either on the yield stresses along 3 particular directions (0°, 45°, 90° from the Rolling Direction in our case) or on the Lankford coefficients along the same directions. A mixed fitting can also be defined:

\[ \mathbf{H}^\text{mixed} = \vartheta \mathbf{H}^\text{sig} + (1 - \vartheta) \mathbf{H}^\text{r} \]

where - \( \mathbf{H}^\text{r} \) represents the Hill parameters fitted on the Lankford coefficients,
- \( \mathbf{H}^\text{sig} \) on the yield stresses,
- \( \mathbf{H}^\text{mixed} \) represents the mixed Hill parameters,
- \( \vartheta \) is the fitting parameter which we have chosen to be equal to 1 (‘Hill (r)’ on the figure) and to 0.5 (‘Hill (sig+r’)).

![Figure 2: Coupling scheme for texture updating.](image)
Experimental results and measurements are used for the validation of these models. Now, the geometry of the deep-drawing process should be presented. A 100 mm long cylindrical punch with a diameter of 150 mm and a curvature radius of 10 mm, a die with a curvature radius of 10 mm and a blankholder are the drawing tools. The drawing ratio is 2.0; the blankholder force is 98.1 kN; the simulation is achieved up to a drawing depth of 80 mm. The blank is a 0.8 mm thick SPXI250 steel. An oil is used for lubrication; a Coulomb law is modelling the friction with a coefficient of 0.13.

For the numerical models described here above and for experimental results, the maximum principal strain distribution on a section along the transverse direction is reported on Figure 3. It should be noticed that the strain is relatively small at the top of the cup (near the pole; for s smaller than 80 mm) while large displacements take place. Indeed, in that part of the cup, the steel sheet is applied against the punch and follows the punch travel without large deformation. Then, at the flange of the cup, the maximum principal strain suddenly increases and is maximum for s being equal to 145 mm. This maximum is located at the vertical part of the flange where the cup is free of contact with the punch and the matrix. After the maximum, the principal strain \( \varepsilon_1 \) decreases as the contact with the matrix reduces the tension of the sheet. The resulting maximum principal strain obtained with Hill law is quite too high or too low depending on the fitting used, while texture based laws are in agreement with experimental results.

The punch force as a function of the punch travel is presented on Figure 4. These curves are not linked to the anisotropy of the steel sheet but to the global stiffness of the material and then to the hardening behaviour. It can be noticed that the curve with the Hill law fitted on the Lankford coefficients is a little bit too high; Hill with a mixed fitting is in agreement with experimental results. All the texture based laws are superimposed and their predicted maximum punch force is too low.

Finally, Figure 5 is directly linked to the anisotropy of the steel sheet. For finite element simulations, this anisotropy is induced by the constitutive law (either from the Hill coefficients or the texture data). The Lankford coefficients used for the constitutive law based on the stress-strain interpolation with a constant texture come from the black thick curve. Two sets of experimentally measured Lankford coefficients are also presented. Furthermore, on the finite element mesh, 3 particular elements are chosen along the 3 studied directions (0°, 45° and 90° from Rolling Direction) such that they undergo completely the drawing process on the curvature of the die; they are located at mid-height on the flank of the deformed cup. The texture at the end of the deep-drawing process for the law using an evolving texture is examined for these three elements. As the Lankford coefficient has proved to be an important parameter for deep-drawing processes, it is computed for the 3 final textures. Significant differences of the r values
appear for the 3 particular directions according to the initial curve and to each other.

Figure 4: Punch force versus punch travel

Figure 5: Lankford coefficient before and after deep-drawing (final textures are taken at mid-height of the blank’s flank)
4. CONCLUSION

On the deep-drawing application presented here, the influence of the evolving texture is relatively small on the main results of the simulation. However, if we focus on the final texture and particularly on the resulting Lankford coefficients, a large difference can be noticed from one element to another and to the initial behaviour. It is then important to take into account the texture evolution of the steel sheet for each element of the mesh. This leads to computing problems: high need in memory storage and large computation time. Nevertheless, parallel computation allows us to manage such finite element simulations within sensible delays.
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